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We believe that dreams are meant to be realized...
That dedicated individuals deserve a chance...
That success is limited only by the height of your aspiration...
Opportunity Innovation Achievement

The Alternative Admission Model Program for Legal Education (AAMPLE®) offers determined individuals—whose outright admission to law school is questionable based on traditional applicant criteria—the opportunity to earn a place in the classroom. This performance-based admissions program rewards students who demonstrate the desire, commitment, and level of achievement necessary to manage law school. Those admitted through the AAMPLE® program demonstrate a strong potential for success in law school.

If you are ready to fulfill your dreams, visit www.aample.nsunlaw.nova.edu or call the Shepard Broad Law Center at (954) 262-6161.

Deadline to enroll is April 1. Act now—Don’t delay.

NOTICES OF NONDISCRIMINATION, MEMBERSHIP, AND ACCREDITATION
The Law Center admits students of any race, sex, sexual orientation, age, color, nondisqualifying disability, marital status, religion or creed, or national or ethnic origin. Nova Southeastern University’s Shepard Broad Law Center is a member of the Association of American Law Schools and is accredited by the Council of the Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar of the American Bar Association (321 North Clark Street, Chicago, IL 60610-4714, Telephone number: 312-988-6738).